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A Contemporary approach to the topic 

 

 Since 2015 in the United States, a social movement opposed to the nationalist 

and populist measures of Donald Trump has 

been taking shape. The alarm of polical 

progressivist against the proliferation of ultra-

nationalist groups, who are followers of the 

thesis of white racial supremacy, has ended up 

involving the president who they consider 

responsible for encouraging them with their 

slogans. Tensions have worsened especially in 

the southern states that were part of the Confederacy during the civil war (1861-1865). 

Certainly, the coexistence between the Afro-American population and that of European 

origin in these territories remains unresolved. The accusations of one and the other are 

interspersed with burning political questions when it comes to raising the relationship 

between the two communities. With the founding of Black Lives Matter, after the 

violent death of the black teenager Trayvon Martin, the confrontations have escalated.  

 The demands of this movement in defense of the civil rights of African 

Americans has supposed the vindication of the memory of those who suffered their 

trespass in the past. An extreme that, without a doubt, involves a revision of history 

that supports this speech. Along these lines are inscribed the campaigns for the removal 

of statues of controversial personalities such as the Confederate General Robert E. Lee, 

who was contrary to the granting of voting rights to freed black slaves after the end of 

the war [1]. A petition that the mayor of the Democratic Party of Charlottesville 

(Virginia), Mike Signer, followed in 

2017. The wave of protests broke out 

immediately, led by Confederate 

nationalists, deriving in a serious 

altercation. One of the counter 

protesters rammed his car into the 

crowd, causing one death and 

nineteen injuries [2]. The social shock 

has exploded in all its magnitude 

following the death of the African 

American George Floyd while he was arrested by the police in May 2020. This fact has 

unleashed the indignation of the Black Lives Matter movement, which has been joined 

by other associations with the attack and demolition of monuments that are 

historically linked to the submission or discrimination of the sub-Saharan ethnic 

group. 

 However, the phenomenon has not been limited to this collective. It has also 

been extrapolated - due to the demand of some of their descendants - to the indigenous 



populations that inhabited the western United States. In this way, it tried to criminalize 

the action of Spain in the California region during the 18th century. Hence the 

aggressions against the sculptures of Fray Junípero Serra [3] and other previous figures 

such as Christopher Columbus or Queen Isabel la Católica [4] in an attempt to amend 

the entire Spanish intervention in America. 

 The following paragraphs aspire to unravel the historical truth of what happened 

in California, differentiating the reality –documentally verifiable within its context– 

from the myth or legend that has accompanied it. 

 

Historical circumstances 

 The expeditions of the Spanish Crown north of the Rio Grande were a 

consequence of the international situation at the time. The beginning of the Seven 

Years' War in 1756, in which France and Great Britain fought for western hegemony, 

also involved Spain in its objective to recover the positions lost long ago.  If this gave 

up its leadership after the signing of the Treaty of Westphalia (1648) and the Pyrenees 

(1659) in favor of France, the Paris Agreement of 1763 created the primacy of the 

British monarchy. With this conflict - the first on a planetary scale, inasmuch as it 

involved the main European powers 

extending the struggle to Asia and 

America - the religious issues of the 

conflicts of yesteryear were aloof to focus 

on eminently commercial interests. It is 

the century of Adam Smith's The Wealth 

of Nations, theoretical foundation of later 

economic liberalism. This restessness for 

the discovery of new sources of well-

being, the result of the cultural trend of 

the Enlightenment –confident in the potential of human reason and the consequent 

scientific progress–, aroused competition between the different kingdoms of a still 

Eurocentric world. A point that, on the other hand, demonstrated the fragility of the 

principle of European balance by which foreign relations were governed since the 

twilight of the seventeenth century. 

 On the American front, it was a matter of deciding whether the Thirteen 

English Colonies - the embryo of the future United States of North America - 

would be isolated by the Franco-Spanish presence (crowns allied by the Family 

Pacts signed by the Bourbon dynasty, 

reigning in both countries) in Canada, 

Louisiana and Florida, territories adjacent 

to the Anglo-Saxon area. The balance turned 

to the British who, with the active participation 

of the colonial militias, conquered Quebec 

from the French. The entry of Spain into the 

war took place when hostilities moved to the 

Caribbean with the British occupation of the 

French islands of Guadeloupe, Martinique and Granada due to the damage to the 



maritime routes that those enclaves - now English - caused to the Spanish fleet. The 

British presence supposed an added offense since the Treaty of Utrech of 1713 sealed 

the delivery to England of Gibraltar and Menorca, in addition to granting the right of 

free navigation with Spanish America and black men trade. These were the conditions 

by which the war waged by Felipe V de Borbón could be stopped in order to gird 

himself in peace the crown bequeathed to him by the last Spanish Habsburg in 1700. In 

this way, the English secured from the Atlantic control of the Silk Road in the 

mediterranean to the Orient. Likewise, they achieved legal recognition of the end 

of the commercial monopoly of Spain with its viceroyalties of America, worsening 

the problem of smuggling to the detriment of Spanish merchandise. With the black 

men trade, Great Britain took exclusive control of the slave trade from Africa to 

Spanish America. 

 The system provided by Hispanic law established these licenses with private 

companies for reasons considered of public utility. Such had been the case in the early 

sixteenth century. The casualties among the American indigenous population due to 

infectious diseases imported by Europeans forced this resource which, in turn, sought to 

protect the Indians from the threat of servitude [5]. However, the trafficking of sub-

Saharan Africans would continue due to new economic motivations. The fact that the 

Laws of the Indies guaranteed their inhabitants the status of subjects of the Crown - free 

and subject to law, like their European counterparts - necessarily had an impact on labor 

relations with less burdensome exigencies and higher wages. American producers 

preferred slave labor, consented to by the authorities, since its profitability also 

contributed to erode the illicit trade of English smugglers [6]. The Spanish monarchy 

never directly managed the slave trade, it was based on the theses developed by 

Aristotle in the 4th century B.C. For the Greek philosopher, slavery would be by 

natural law, in so far as in nature human beings capable of self-governing through 

reason would be distinguished and others who, even participating in the intellect, would 

not reach to fully possess it, showing a natural inclination for the hardest body jobs. 

These would be the slaves [7]. The physical complexion of the sub-Saharan peoples, 

characterized by their primitivism, –as perceived by almost all Europeans until well into 

the 19th century– was ideally suited for the case. A question that, at least for the classic, 

should not mean mistreatment or abuse, because "the lord and the slave are interested in 

the same" [8]. Already in the sixteenth 

century the School of theologians of 

Salamanca abounded in this consideration, 

progressing towards a paternalistic 

perspective of serfdom. It dispensed with any 

absolute conception of slavery, which 

reduced the submitted to mere merchandise. 

From very early on it was established that the 

circumstances of the Indian peoples differed 

from those of the sub-Saharan Africans as 

they were recognized, as argued by the Junta de Valladolid of 1551, a rationality 

and ontological freedom, proven in their civilizations (Aztec and Inca) [9]. 

 The truth is that, at the height of 1763, the military intervention of Spain 

turned out to be disastrous for their interests. The signing of the peace agreement 



forced the surrender of Florida. As compensation, he received Louisiana from his 

French ally. It is from this moment when an entire operation is activated aimed at 

consolidating the Spanish presence in the place; also in the vast territory north of 

Mexican California and west of the Mississippi. The time had come for a new foray 

into the Pacific. 

 

 

Missions in Alta California 

 With the foundation of the Apostolic College of the Santa Cruz de Querétaro in 

the late seventeenth century, the foundations of the missionary work of the 

Franciscan friars to the north of the viceroyalty of New Spain (Mexico) had been 

laid. On this occasion, the initiative came from Father Antonio Llinás, a native of the 

Mediterranean island of Mallorca (Spain). It is worth noting the importance of this 

origin in the missionary relationship that many Majorcan friars would seal in the years 

to come. It was Pope Innocent XI who in 1682 issued the Brief creating this first 

institution for the propagation of the Catholic faith in America. The Pontiff did nothing 

but follow the line marked by his predecessors since Alexander VI, on the occasion of 

the discovery in 1492, proclaimed the following need: 

 



Send to the said firm lands and islands good men, fearful of God, 

learned, wise and experts, so that they instruct the aforementioned 

natives and inhabitants in the Catholic faith, and teach them good 

customs, putting into it all the diligence that is appropriate [10]. 

 The allocation and distribution of the territory, mainly for the benefit of the 

Crown of Castile, came from the power attributed by the Pope when acting in nomine 

Christi, from whom "all goods, empires and manors come" [11]. This right contracted, 

however, a duty for the kings: to subordinate any material interest to the service of 

a higher good, namely, the teaching of faith and healthy customs to the indigenous 

population. Only here resided the legitimacy of the American conquest, as later the 

writers of the University of Salamanca would emphasize in the heat of the debates about 

the morality of the action of Castile in the New World. That exhortation from the 

Church soon translated into Crown directives to the discoverers to treat the 

Indians correctly. The initial permissiveness of the civil authorities in the face of the 

slavery of the indigenous people - a continuation of the inertia of what happened during 

the 15th century on the African coasts - was early rectified by ordering their release and 

that, from now on, the natives of the place they should be 

considered free. Among other reasons, because if the 

main task of that company lay in the propagation of 

true faith, it demanded the free and unforced 

acceptance of its takers, conceived as a free gift from 

God. Note that the texts of the time always indicate the 

requirement to instruct, not to force adherence to faith, 

with the consequences derived from it [12]. 

 All these provisions of the Catholic Monarchs - a 

title with moral implications granted by the Holy See that 

should be inherit by their successors - would form the 

basic structure of the Laws of the Indies, which 

expressly prohibited the slavery of Native Americans. 

Throughout this process, the theological and philosophical contents deployed since 

ancient times by the Church Fathers and their first Doctors had settled, who insisted on 

the voluntary reception of the faith [13]. The Gentiles (unfamiliar with Christianity) 

had to be attracted by the force of charity and reasoned argument, inspired by the 

apostle Peter's exhortations to primitive communities (1Pe 3:15). The spirituality of San 

Francisco of Asísi underpinned these guidelines, later developed by some members of 

his order such as Ramón Llull. This 13th-century Mallorcan thinker and missionary 

would resort to reasoning and dialogue as preferred instruments to encourage the 

conversion of non-Christians. This was recorded in the Llibre del Gentil. And it is that, 

according to the root that would define Llull's doctrinal corpus (lulismo), only love that 

brings God closer can mark the path of perfection in Christian life [14]. 

 With the arrival in Mexico of Fray Junípero Serra and other Mallorcan 

missionaries of the Franciscan order in the mid-18th century, this line was ratified in the 

pastoral action undertaken north of Sierra Gorda. Trained in the Lulista priciples, 

which he would teach as a professor at the Luliana University of Mallorca, Father 

Serra was to translate them into the Californian missions [15]. This is proven by the 



documentation referring to the treatment 

dispended to indigenous people and in the 

organization of the mission system. The expulsion 

of the Jesuits from all the territories of the Spanish 

Crown decreed in 1767 by King Carlos III, 

jealous of his temporal authority against the 

Papacy (remember the special vow of obedience 

of the Jesuits to the Pontiff), precipitated that the 

viceroy of New Spain, Marqués de Croix, 

entrusted to the Franciscans the administration of 

the Californian lands ruled by the spiritual sons of 

Saint Ignacio de Loyola. It was when the Visitor of the Viceroyalty, José de Gálvez, 

heeded the proposal of the religious community of the Colegio de San Fernando de 

México, naming Fray Junípero Serra president of the missionaries destined for 

California [16]. Although the command of the old Jesuit missions fell to the 

commissioners of the army of the Spanish Crown, who provided protection to the 

Franciscan Fathers by means of presidios or forts, their work was not so much to 

replace the expelled as giving a real start to Catholic missionary work in Upper 

California [17]. Thus, in a short time the missions created by the Jesuits were 

completed, drawing up an itinerary that the expeditions had to follow and the way they 

were carried out. Among the first were those of San Fernando, San Diego and San 

Carlos Borromeo, turned into the headquarters of Father Serra for the government of 

that company. 

Proposals for «the spiritual conquest» [18] 

 At the height of 1773, with the missions of San Antonio, San Gabriel and San 

Luis already created, Fray Junípero set out to write extensive suggestions addressed 

to the new viceroy, Antonio Mª Bucareli, to increase the progress of the missions 

and advance the presence of that Catholic missionary State [19] represented by the 

Crown in the lands of Upper California. 

Throughout thirty-two propositions, the Franciscan 

friar focuses mainly on logistical issues, essential for 

the proper functioning of the missions. Certainly, 

after praising his Catholic Majesty, King Carlos III, 

Fray Junípero reviews the general state of the 

situation. The routes of transit, both maritime and 

terrestrial, are presented as matters of the first order 

to sustain missionary work. The provision of food, 

farm tools and livestock are essential for the 

subsistence of its inhabitants, especially the 

Amerindians. And it is that the objective of the 

missions, designed as small cities, consisted in 

bringing together the indigenous population 

concentrating it in said nuclei in order to instruct 

them in the informative budgets of Christian 

civilization. For this they had to be attractive, fitting out the houses, workshops 
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and barns, in addition to the medical and catechetical services, with the church-

chapel as the nerve center of its structure [20]. This pattern was not too different 

from that promoted in Spain by the Christian kingdoms during the Reconquest with the 

Population Charts [21]. A pre-existing model really suited the circumstances of 

Northern California: 

It is a very important point - wrote Fray Junípero - that they provide 

themselves with some laborers in the missions to cultivate the land and try 

to raise some crops for their maintenance […] that farmers, cowboys and 

muleteers go on the boats […]; I beg Your Excellency [the viceroy] for a 

new forge with a blacksmith […] so that in addition to being better served 

[the missions] we will be able to put newly converted [Indian] boys to learn 

a trade [22]. 

 In this sense, the mission was the translation of a heavenly image: the city of 

God on earth facing an inhospitable state, apart from divine love, which offers 

everyone happiness and eternal salvation. Among the younger indigenous population 

–generally receptive to evangelical preaching– the majority of its inhabitants were 

counted; either as catechumens (initiated into 

the faith) or newly baptized [23]. At all times 

Father Serra insists on the care and good 

treatment of the Indians, in accordance with 

the philosophy that inspired the Church and, 

therefore, Spanish legislation. The indigenous 

people could only remain in the custody of the 

Franciscan Fathers, thus avoiding any abuse 

or violence by the military who defended the 

missions from possible attacks: 

That no punishment or mistreatment be done to any of them [the 

Indians], neither by the officer, nor by any soldier without the opinion of 

the missionary Father, since what has been said is an immemorial 

custom of the kingdom since its conquest, in accordance with the natural 

law concerned to the upbringing of children, and an essential 

circumstance for the proper education of the neophytes [24]. 

 This paternalistic conception, inserted in some approaches of the School of 

Theologians of Salamanca –as has been seen- and very present in the 18th century due 

to the theory of the natural order (in a spiritual family such as that of the missions, the 

‘father in charge would act as head’, watching over the good of the children), guided 

the spirit of the Franciscan friars in California. In the middle of the century the 

Itinerary for parish priests of the Bishop of Quito, Alonso de la Peña, was much 

commented. In its pages, it proposed a respectful relationship with the dignity of Native 

Americans, noting that priests could not act as judges or directly inflict physical 

punishment on Indians [25]. Where appropriate, correction should be governed by 

charity. An approach rooted, on the other hand, in the pedagogical standards of the time 

until recent times. Although in the most conflictive areas such as the San Diego 

mission, whipping was recommended to temper the troubled spirits of some 



inhabitants [26], the general trend was benevolence. In fact, in the mented 

suggestions for the spiritual conquest of California, Fray Junípero advocated that all 

those who had deserted the missions be pardoned, dispelling fears and concerns 

among "the Gentile and wayward Christians" [27]. 

 This desire to avert fears that would withdraw the natives from the missions was 

materialized in the request made to the viceroy to remove Pedro Fages from the 

military command of the prison for "the very bad treatment and manners of said 

officer", whose conduct had caused serious arrears to missions [28]. Request that 

was attended by Bucareli, naming the one sponsored by Father Serra: Sergeant José 

Francisco Ortega, for being "judicious, prudent and without exasperation" [29]. In this 

way, it would be easier to remove soldiers who set a bad example at the request of the 

Fathers in charge of each mission [30]. At this point, also the military authority had to 

be subject to ecclesiastical prescriptions. 

 Within this broad program, Fray Junípero was not unaware of the 

importance of miscegenation for the survival and promotion of missionary work.  

First, by inviting some indigenous families to 

go to other missions where there were already 

Spanish or Creole homes. It was about 

promoting coexistence between different 

ethnic groups, united by the same faith, in 

accordance with the pattern progressively 

adopted in the conquest of America. Likewise, 

the knowledge of families of old Christians was 

sought among married natives, surprised by the presence of friars (celibate men) at the 

beginning of each mission. By encouraging mixed marriages between soldiers and 

Amerindian women, Fray Junípero aspired to strengthen human relations between 

the subjects of the Crown and children of Christianity, achieving greater stability 

in the organization and structure of the missions [31]. 

 The learning of aboriginal languages by the Franciscans smoothed the approach 

to the Indians [32], who were also taught Spanish for a more fluid understanding with 

the rest of the members of the missions, equating them to the same category. Although 

the development of all this task became uneven and at times extremely complex, 

the attitude of the indigenous people was generally welcoming and receptive, 

according to the sources [33]. Without this behavior, it seems difficult that the 

missions would have spread through that geography with relative speed [34], despite the 

scarcity of means, becoming the foundation of future Californian cities from the 19th 

century on. 

 

Final thoughts 

 From what has been said so far, it seems 

clear that the accusations of racism against Fray 

Junípero Serra are completely unfounded. 

Those who attacked or destroyed their images in 

the midst of the anti-racist frenzy of the Black 



Lives Matter movement ignore the historical reality. And it is that the racist 

marginalizes and despises those who do not belong to his race, condemning him to 

ostracism. Quite the opposite of what Fray Junípero and the Franciscan order did in 

California, with the assistance of the civil authorities, seeking the insertion of the 

aborigines in Christianity. A fact not trivial, since it meant an awareness not only of the 

natural dignity of the Indians, but also supernatural by acquiring the condition of 

children of God through baptism, like the Spanish. That miscegenation between natives 

and Europeans was promoted is another clear sign of the absence of racism. In no case 

did the indigenous people suffer the persecution and extermination that they would have 

to suffer after - already in the middle of the 19th century - with the Anglo-Saxon 

conquest of the American West. 

 Certainly, some current indigenous communities have branded the action of 

Fray Junípero and the Spanish Crown as repressive against the way of life of their 

ancestors. It is true that there were episodes of violence on both sides (tribes and army), 

but the constant was to attract the aborigines through dialogue, the example of life 

and the organization of missions. In this respect, the pastoral style of San Francisco de 

Asís (respect for every creature as the work of God) and Ramón Llull (the argument 

before the sword) was tried to be followed. The mention of a letter in which the 

Majorcan friar justified the whipping as a corrective method cannot be elevated to a 

category, since it was proposed as a last resort in accordance with the pedagogy of that 

time and which has lasted until relatively recently. The criticism of the infringement 

of the native heritage - their language and customs - seems more like the 

manifestation of one of the ideological currents of indigenism, rooted in the myth 

of Rousseau's good savage (opposed to all civilization) and close to Marxist thought 

applied to the struggle of ethnic groups or races (whites against Indians and vice 

versa), which is a real denunciation of the dispossession of native customs and their 

rights. An extreme that, as has been seen, sought to protect itself since the dawn of the 

American conquest by the Church and the laws of the Monarchy. This, due to its innate 

sense of fundamental continuity, allows to explain the recognition of the Spanish royal 

family to the work of friar Junípero with the visit to his paternal home and museum in 

the Mallorcan town of Petra on August 10, 2020. 

 However, that some civil authorities such as 

the current Chairwoman of the California State 

Senate - Toni G. Atkins -, former mayoress of San 

Diego for the Democratic Party, have condescended 

with the demolition of statues of Friar Junípero and 

supported the requests to withdraw From the 

Californian Capitol the images of Isabel la Católica 

and Cristóbal Colón respond to a clear motivation: 

to support the activism of similar ideological groups. 

It should be remembered that Mrs. Atkins is one of the 

main champions of the LGTB collective, whose fight 

for her civil rights has been equated with that of other 

historically marginalized sectors such as African Americans. In reality, the senator 

tries to apply in her sphere of influence the road map outlined by the resolution 

approved in Geneva in 2014 by the United Nations Human Rights Council. In it 
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the so-called rights of gender identity and sexual orientation are given an approval. 

An approach rooted in the radical self-sufficiency of the human being, which is 

necessarily opposed to the objective reality of nature on which natural law rests, 

supported by the Church and susteined in its time by Isabel la Católica and the 

work of the Hispanic Monarchy in America. Hence, for the promoters of gender 

ideology, taking advantage of the confusion generated by anti-racist demands, measures 

must be taken to erase the Spanish and Catholic footprint of the United States. The 

attacks on statues and churches of the Californian missions [35] are directed to this 

purpose, with the consequent damage; also for a declared heritage of humanity in 2003 

for its high historical and artistic value, a sample of the indigenous baroque of the 

second half of the 18th century [36]. 

 The eradication of the Christian heritage aims to accelerate the cultural 

change of our day. Without the objectivity of natural law, whose anthropological 

vision recognizes the dignity of every person by his rational and free nature - the 

image of God the creator when he rises to the 

supersensible plane - the rights remain to the 

will of the legislator. Paradoxically, the 

experience of the last decades shows that, under 

the mirage of greater freedoms, personal 

freedom has been constrained by fostering the 

caprice and intemperance of the will on the 

disposition to act according to the virtues 

(human and supernatural). In this way, the 

conscience about the integral dignity of the human person has been gradually darkened. 

Thereby, individuals become pieces that are more easily manageable by political 

power, despite the fact that it adopts democratic appearances. 

 Ultimately, the controversy generated is an ideological order, not historical, even 

though history has to be manipulated for this. Its context and documentation deny the 

discourse of those who seek to falsify it. 
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